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Work of Lubetzky (1953)

● The major contribution of Lubetzky to 
the bibliographic relationships 
literature is two-fold

● First, he revised Cutter’s objectives 
which had remained unchallenged for 
75 years…..

– “...to reveal to the user of the 
catalog, under one form of the 
author’s name, what works the 
library has by a given author and 
what editions or translations of a 
given work.”

● Secondly, he differentiated 
between the concepts of  “book” 
and “work” and argued that “book” 
and “work” were coextensive only 
in the case where a work had been 
published but once
– According to Lubeztky, most frequently 

used books have multiple editions, with 
different title information, variants of the 
author’s name, authorship, varying 
subtitles, different series, different 
subsidiary authors such a translators, 
editors, and etc.

*

* His unfinished book, Code of Cataloging Rules... unfinished draft (1960), was the basis for modern cataloging adopted by the firs ICCP, 1961

* Cataloging Rules and Principles: A Critique of the A.L.A. Rules for Entry and a Proposed Design for Their Revision (1953)
 was the basis of AACR 1, 1967

 



Work of B. Tillett, 1987

Research of Tillett actually supported Lubetzkian theory … 
the first objective of the catalog should be  the collocating bibliographic relationships

Seven taxonomical bibliographic relationships a given bibliographic item:

● equivalence relationship (copies, issues, facsimiles, photocopies, microforms, and other similar 
reproductions)

● derivative relationship (variations, versions, editions, revisions, translations, adaptations, 
paraphrases, etc) 

● descriptive relationship (description, criticism, evaluation, or review of that work,including 
annotated editions, casebooks, commentaries, critiques, etc.) 

● whole-part/part-whole relationship (a component part of a bibliographic item or work and its whole, 
including a selection from an anthology, collection, or series)

● accompanying relationship (including supplements, concordances, indexes, catalogs, etc.)
● sequential relationship (successive titles in a serial, sequels of a monograph, parts of a series, etc)
● shared characteristic relationship 

● a bibliographic item and other bibliographic items that are not otherwise related but 
coincidentally has a common author, title, subject or other characteristic used as an access 
point 



D C M E S

Six pairs of relations are defined at this time in 
DC.Relation

IsPartOf / HasPart

IsVersionOf / HasVersion

IsFormatOf / HasFormat

References / IsReferencedBy

IsBasedOn / IsBasisFor

Requires / IsRequiredBy



Lets Live…….

……………......



MARC 21
manifestation-to-manifestation relationships

Riva, P. (2013). Mapping MARC 21 linking entry fields to FRBR and Tillett’s taxonomy of bibliographic relationships. 
Library resources & technical services, 48(2), 130-143.



“Relationships are an essential part of the bibliographic universe: 
they connect instances of entities and provide context for them.”

IFLA:LRM-FRBR, 2016

“Relationships are an essential part of the bibliographic universe: 
they connect instances of entities and provide context for them.”

IFLA:LRM-FRBR, 2016



Source: IFLA LRM, 2016
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a  common identity by linking them to a C node, Murray, R. J., & Tillett, B. B. (2011).









Omeka (Digital archiving software)

Avant Relationship plugin

 >> Cytoscape.js - graph theory /
 network library for analysis and visualization

 >> Cytoscape-panzoom - 
widget that lets the user pan and zoom about a 
Cytoscape.js graph

 >> Dagre -
 DAG (directed acyclic graph) for Cytoscape.js
CoSE Bilkent - layout for Cytoscape.js

AvantCommon plugin

Demo site: Southwest Harbor Public Library

https://swhplibrary.net/digitalarchive/items/show/9165


  

“There is nothing more practical than a good theory”. 

(Kurt Lewin)
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